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Join New York Times bestselling author Wanda E. Brunstetter along with Jean Brunstetter in

Holmes County for a dramatic new 6-part serial novel.  In Part 4, The Missing Will, the Byler family

is on a hunt for the fatherâ€™s will while relations continue to deteriorate among the siblings and

between Joel and his fiancÃ©e. Joel is desperate for closure to his fatherâ€™s estate, but how far is

he willing to go in order to restore the chaotic turn his life has taken? Will his quest cause him to

ignore the needs of those closest to him?The Amish Millionaire -- A 6-Part Serial Novel #1: The

English Son #2: The Stubborn Father #3: The Betrayed Fiancee #4: The Missing Will #5: The

Divided Family #6: The Selfless Act
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This series should be combined into 2 regular books. These little books are like 2 chapters in a

normal book. Ordered the 6 book series thinking they would be longer - nadda. Typical Amish

stories.

This is an interesting book but it so short and the next book in the series won't be sold until

AugustThe story is about an Amish family whos father died and the only son is hard up for money

and he keeps bugging his sisters to find it so he can get money because he spent his money and

even took money out of the bank which belonged toHis fiancÃ© without her permission so she



broke up with him because of that and all the other lies had had told her.He canGe

This is the fourth book in the series THE AMISH MILLIONAIRE and it is just as good as the first 3.

Can harly wait for the next parts of the series. Wanda and her daughter in law are really great

authors, especially when they work together on books. I highly recommend this series to any one

that like Amish books or even mysteries. Top of the line

Like the first three books this is a awesome book and I can't wait till july to received book 5. Wanda

Brunstetter is a awesome writer I have read fifty of her stories and will keep reading her books.

I have loved Wanda from book one but these short serial books kill me. I have no patience at all. I

hate to wait for the next one.I have found that if you wait and buy them all then read them it is so

much better.I could not wait to see if they found the will and Now I am dying to find out about Doris

and the baby.The Amish Millionaire is a great series and I am enjoying it very much.I can't wait to

read Part 5 and see whats going on.I gave this book 4 stars. I highly recommend this book as well

as the series.I was given a copy of this book by the author for my honest review.

The Missing Will, book 4 of The Amish Millionaire series, written by Wanda Brunstetter and Jean

Brunstetter was worth the wait. I am still trying to draw my own conclusion as to wether Joel Byler

will return to his Amish family.Joel has been living in the English world for a few years operating his

own construction business. Has it been good for him or only taught him how to be selfish and not

care about others? Can his sister's get him to change his ways with including him in family

gatherings. Will he decide going back to his Amish community be the best for him?With the

cliffhanger that were are left with at the end of this book, I really am anxious for book 5 to be

published. I feel like I'm holding my breath trying to figure out what will happen next.I was not given

a complimentary copy of The Missing will but I am submitting my honest review for another

wonderful book in this series. I have given this book a 5 star rating for a wonderful story line.

Congratulations Wanda and Jean for a well written book.

This is fantastic! This series has been simply wonderful. I actually like how that are separated into a

serial series because it gives you something to look forward to. I have been on the edge of my seat

the whole time. This is so far my favorite one! I can't wait for the last two. I find myself trying to

guess what will happen next. This is truly a great work and has been wonderful to sit on the back



deck with and read with the birds chirping in the background! I have since passed these to my

mother and she has enjoyed them as much as I have. I highly recommend them! Great job, Mrs.

Wanda! You are fantastic!

This is the first in the Scottish bookstore mystery series. It was disappointing, the authors other

series are much better. Delaney is laid off her job in Wichita Kansas and see an ad for a job in a

bookstore in Scotland. She gets the job and there is too much description of everything in the new

bookstore. Her first day there her new boss's sister is murdered, she decides she will figure out who

killed her and figure out other strange happenings in her new life.
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